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Spartans top ’Dogs, 45-41
By I.en Gutman
Daily staff writer
Call ii late. Call it pocii, justice.
But w hat ever it was. it happened in dramatic fashion, with the Spartan football team
heating 19th -ranked Fresno State. 45-41, in
front of 28.158 fans Saturday.
It was the largest crowd ever to witness a
football game at Spartan Stadium.
SJSU is now 3-2 and 1-0 in the PCAA.
The Bulldogs tell to 3-1. 0-1 in the conference,
giving the Spartans the inside track to the
PCAA title and a California Bowl appearance.
You couldn’t ask for a better football
game.
"I’ve been in some exciting games in my
career, hut I can’t ever remember one like
that," SJSU ftxuball coach Claude Gilbert
said. "That has to go down as one of the great
football games of all time
With 1:20 left and the Spartans down by
10 points, people were heading for the parking
lot to avoid the traffic. hut SJSU never said die.
After a touchdown pass to Guy Liggins
and a successful onside kick. quarterback Mike
Perez tossed one up to the corner of the end
,one, and wide receiver Lai() Malauulu came
down with a 22 -yard touchdown reception to
win the game.
"People ga%e up on us. hut we didn’t give
up on ourselves," Malauulu said. "That was
the biggest catch of my life."
With just 26 seconds left in the game.
Perez said he had visions of Doug Flutie.
’I remember Flutie won the game against
Miami. and I wondered it one day I could do
that.’’ Perez said. "I guess it happened.
’Usually in the last tew moments of a
game the defense always tries to prevent (the
long pass). so you just send guys deep and just
tryt. to hit the seam.
Pereis numbers on the game were awesome.
He was 33 of 53 for 433 yards and five
touchdown passes. The 33 completions ties the
SJSU regular-season record held by Ed Luther
against Pacific in 1978.
The Spartan offensive line ga%e up only.
one sack to the Fresno State defense, which
had 30 sacks in its previous three games.
See VICTORY . Iwo 5
Top, Fresno rover Cliff Hannemann, 77. dogs Spartan running
back Kenny Jackson, 33. The
run was part of the scoring drive
that tied the game 31-31 in the
ith 1:20 on the
fourth quarter.
clock, the Spartans pulled ahead
to beat Fresno, ranked 19th in
the nation. SJSI.1’s victory
snapped the Bulldogs’ I I -game
win streak. The hard-fought
contest broke the NCAA record
for most penalties by both
teams, with 36. Below, Mitchell
Dahood and Regina Murphy,
SJSU’s Homecoming ’86 king
and queen, wave to the crowd
at 28,158 the largest). football attendance ever at Spartan Stadium. See page 4 for more homecoming coverage.

Campus
face lift
under way
Engineering Building renovation
begins after years of planning
By Mari Martin
Daily staff writer
the renPostponed tor more than a week. Project 88
ovation of the Engineering Builthng - will get under way
today with the shutdown of utilities in the older wing.
The shutdown and re-routing of the electrical and
plumbing systems is the first step in the preparation for construction of the $38 million project. said Barbara Pluta, the
university ’s design and construction manager.
Protect 88 is a joint effort between the California State
University system and industry, said Jay Pinson. dean of the
School of Engineering.
Eight years in the iflaking, the project is being made
possible by (’SL’ ’s sale of $27 million in high-tech bonds
and $8.8 million in private donations by such local industries as IBM Corp.. Hewlett-Packard and Lockheed. Pinson
said. There is $3 million yet to he raised, he said.
Although Hula said that ’’time was at the essence"
when contracting tor the preliminary water and utility work.
enpertiitiect has been held up twice since the contracts were
signed.
The first postponement occurred because the chancelrequired letters of
at the last moment
lor’s office
credit trom all Project 88’s private donors before signing the
contracts.
The Rec Center’s kick-off ceremony Wednesday
caused the second dehiyttecause univertat) officials wanted
consiniction on both- pmfects to begin on the same day .
Pima said.
Smith & Sons, a local contractor, has agreed to relocate the utilities tor $53.000. Plata said last month. Ray L.
Ilelwig Plumbing and Heating, also of Santa Clara County.
will relocate the water and steam Imes lathe newer wing of
the building flu r $154.800. she said.
The fences being erected this week will conceal the
early site preparation. But sometime around Nov . I. the demolition will become more visible when crews begin taking
down the southeast wing at the building, said a spokesman
lor Wotan, the contractor responsible far the demolition.
In spite ol the temporary disruption the construction
may cause, both the School ot Engineering and the community will benefit tram the modernization at the facilities,
Pinson said.
One hall ol all the country’s high-tech industries are
located within SJSU’s service area, according to Pinson.
The engineering school will he able to "package" students
to
peie for jobs in those industries, he told faculty and
administrators at SJSt ’’s first campus colloqium last month.
The enrollment le% el in SJSU’s engineering school has
been frozen since 1979. even though engineering enrollment nationwide has increased 41 percent, Pinson said.
Pinson noted that Lockheed currently employs L427
SJSU engineering graduates. IBM employs 1.00a. HewlettPackard has 788 and General Electric has 635.
After Project 88 is completed. the school will provide
about 40 percent more engineers than it has for the past
seven or eight years. Pinson said.
"Project 814 is what I would consider a start, not the
finish of any ihing . ." Pinson said. "Engineenng is not
Just a facility. our outreach into ihe community."
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New roofs proposed
for 2 SJSU buildings
By David Rickard
Daily staff writer
Major surgery has been prescribed by the SJSU building trades
coordinator for two ol the most
consistently porous roofs on campus Tired ol using ’bandages" to
stop leaks that spring up every time
it rains, Stan Vaughn is proposing a
transplant.
Vaughn said he plans to request funds from the California
State University chancellor’s office
to replace the roofs over the Old
Cafeteria and a portion of the Spartan Complex, where the worst leaks
occurred.
He estimated the cost for a
new roof on the Old Caleteria to he
$74.000, while the same job on the
Spartan Complex would run
$21,000.
Money for roof repair is
usually drawn from a special -repairs fund administered by the
chancellor’s office. All such allocations are on hold, however, while
officials attempt to institute a sys-
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temwide plan to monitor requests.
said Peggy Asuncion. SJSU laciti
lies planning manager.
Vaughn said Ted Hinkley,
chid of plant operations at the
chancellor’s office, told him that
money would he allocated if a compelling need to replace the roofs
can be demonstrated.
The rain last month brought
down ceiling tiles and drenched the
main corridor in the Spartan Complex, and water front the same
storm soaked the carpet in the faculty dining room. No damage to
furniture or equipment was .reported. Asuncion said.
Other smaller leaks were ili,.
covered in the Engineering. Inriti
trial Arts. Art and Music buildnir
Hugh Gillis Hall and Wahlquisi I
hrary Central, she said.
Belare the chancellor’s office
put allocations for special repairs
on hold, the low root on the Spartan Complex was a priority for
funding. Asuncion said. Other projects in the same category were root

Professor not surprised
by LaRouche deception
By Paula Ray Christiansen
Daily staff writer
SJSI. prirlessiaaid
Wispy Sorensen
leader of the county’s opposition to Proposition
64 - said she was not surprised by the finding,
of a legislative investigation into the activities al
LaRouche supporters.
Details of a three-month investigation into a
group with close tics to Lyndon LaRouche, chief
proponent of Proposition 64. revealed that signature petitions supporting the measure have been
illegally circulated by at least 20 out -of-slate residents, authorities said.
Sivensen. president of Santa Clara County’s ’’Ni) on 64" campaign, said the group was
aware that "those goons" were petitioning ilk-

Campaign
Countdown
pally and they have reason to believe many of the
signatures are false.
Proposition 64 seeks to place AIDS on the
Depanment of Health’s list of communicable
diseases,
According to the initiative’s text this would
make "the state is obliged to test and quarantine

Wiggly Sivertaen
. .

counseling professor

as much as required to stop the spread of the disease . ’
The charts and figures presented in the initiative are misleading and meant to scare people
into voting for the initiative, said Siverken.
MU professor of counseling.
See PROPOSITION. hack page

Bands at stadium’?
By Frank Michael Russell
Daily stall writer
Ted Cady inay he lacing his biggest challenge yet.
Cady, who helped turn around two financially ailing
the Kabuki Theatre and the
show places in San Francisco
was hired by the SJSU Foundation to
Warfield Theatre
bring concerts and other events to a renovated Spartan Stadium.
Big-name concerts booked at the stadium - such as
Van Halen or 17. Top - could gross as much as $700,000
in tickets. said Cady
manager of Spartan
Stadium events since
August.
Stadium rental
fees could go a long
way in paying hack
$2.2 million in stadium -renovation loans tram the city of San Jose and hightechnology magnate David Packard, he said.
Cady was hired because his experience in the music industry would help bring events to the stadium. said SJSU
Foundation Director Dick
The loundation still has about $1 million to pay on its
loan from the city and $.500,000 to Packard, Still said. The
Inundation applies 10 percent of gross ticket sales on all stadium events, including Spartan football games, to repay the
loans.
Renovation of Spartan Stadium involved increasing its
capacity to 30010, allowing SJSU athletics to continue to
compete in Division IA. The project was completed last
Fall.
See STADIUM. back page
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Athletes sacrifice dignit for money
Mary Lou Ream announced in a press conference last
week that she is retiring from gymnastics. Well, that’s surprising. Most of us have probably already forgotten she was
ever a gymnast, associating her only with her obnoxiously
cute Wheaties and Eveready battery commercials.
Retton has joined the sell-out generation of amateur
athletes. She won a gold medal, for which she was probably
very proud, and she has degraded it by making a profit off
her fame.
Having made a fortune from her athletic abilities, it almost seems as though Briton’s life-long goal was to become
an Olympic gold medalist for the sole purpose of making
millions from product endorsements. But that’s not what
sports should he all about.
What happened to great gymnasts like Olga Korbut
and Nadia Comaneci. These two women participated in
more than one Olympiad because they were talented athletes. They were more dedicated to the sport than many
American athletes seem to be.
Maybe these athletes feel as though they should go out
while they are still good. Maybe they believe they’ll never
win another gold medal, so they better get out while they’re
ahead. Maybe they are tired of working so hard.
}tenon has sold out for fame and fortune. One might
wonder whether she even uses the products she endorses.
And what kind of authority can Retton he on breakfast cereal or batteries by being a gymnast?
Pretty soon, we will all forget that Kelton was ever a
superior athlete. She has become only a name; she is no
longer recognized ass person.
It is really sad that talented athletes fall for this media
hype. They sacrifice their dignity for the bucks.
Gymnasts seem to he the recent prey for this type of
prostitution. One example is Mitch Gaylord, another gold
medalist who sought celebrity status in his flop of a film
"American Anthem." Ni) fault can he found with his athletic abilities, hut an actor he’s not.
Another example of this has been our long suffering
exposure to Cathy Rigby Mason and her sanitary napkin
commercials. Come on. Cathy. Most of us aren’t really in-

Janell
Hall
wrested in has ing a maxi pail so thin it can’t he detected
through our leotards when we do a hack -flip.
Amateur athletes have no one to blame hut themselves
for being blasted kw selling out. They seem to think that because they became America’s heroes, they can become
America’s heartthrobs as well. If we can love them when
they represent our country, we can love them when they appear on our TV screens day and night. But it lust doesn’t
work that way.
It would seem natural for a retired athlete to go into
coaching or even sports conmientary. providing it’s in the
area in which they are experts. Apparently, this Is what RN ton plans to do. But it doesn’t seem to say too much for her
to he promoting long-lasting batteries.
Obviously, ills up to the individual athlete to make decisions concerning his or her financial future. Many of us
would probably " go Mr the gold" as these athletes have if
offered millions of dollars to appear on television eating
breakfast cereal.
But these athletes should not cry about not getting any
respect because they sacrificed any claim to it when they
sold themselves out kir the big bucks.
Retton seems to have a promising life ahead of her.
She’s probably got a couple million in the bank and a few
commercial deals in the works.
But what happened Witte cute kid with the big smile
and the great hack -blips? It’s true, she couldn’t stay cute forever. hut what a letdown.
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Letter Policy
The Spartan Daily encourages readers to write
letters to the editor for publication on this page. This is
a page that gives you an opportunity to air your i-ii
on important issues,
Deliver the letters to the Spartan Daily office.
Dwight Bente! Hall, Room 2011, or to the Student
Union Information Desk.
All letters must bear the writer’s name, major.
telephone number and class standing.
Anonymous letters will not be printed.
The Daily reserves the right to edit letters for
libel and length.
The opinions appearing on the forum page are the
opinions of the individual writer.
The editorials appearing on this page are the
opinions of the editorial hoard of the Daily.

Letters to the Editor
High prerequisites help eyeryone

-

-.
Fiditor,
I would like to respond to Mr. Barrera’s comments
about the article by Oscar Guerra regarding Hispanic concerns ("Hispanic leaders must inspire continued education." Sept. 25.) on raising the entrance requirements for
the California State University system.
What seemed to he an intelligent and introspective
look at some aspects of the Chicano culture which creates
problems with their education was met with a vicious, personal tirade against American culture.
I agreed with Mr. Guerra’s basic premise that addressing the problem of low Hispanic college enrollment should
he done within that community and by its leaders. Mr. Barrera, on the other hand, feels an individual’s inability to
achieve acceptable grades can be directly connected with
his own perceived levels of prejudice.
I found it very difficult to suppress my resentment as I
read Mr. Barrera’s letter. Does he expect our schools to operate in Spanish and focus its main attention on the interests
of Hispanic culture? Does he feel by doing this the test
scores, college enrollment and college completion rates will
improve for Hispanic students. Need I remind Mr. Barrera
that this is America, and unfortunately for him, American
culture has never been based on Hispanic values and ideals.
Mr. Barrera’s basic fallacy is that America owes its
complete existence to its wide and vaned ethnic groups and
therefore should spend its energy in the protection of those
groups individuality.
The truth is America, like every other country, has its
own unique culture and it is the responsibility of ethnic
groups to understand it, not vice -versa.
Mr. Ban-era should keep in mind that in order to accept
the rewards a society can bestow, one must work within the
guidelines of that society. This includes an understanding of
the educational system. He should not use as an excuse for
the continued mediocrity of the CSU system his inability to
accept American values.

I firmly believe in the achievement of high standards
Ion the CSI:f system. We should raise the entrance requireinetitS’ AMMO* increa’theValue Of a degree from a
state university. If we do this, an individual can feel proud
of his or her accomplishments, no iflatter what that person’s
race may he.
Brian Prentice
Senior
International Business

Prop 65 will safeguard health
Editor.
After reading the article in Wednesday’s newspaper titled "City council rips Prop 65." I became concerned.
Proposition 65, if passed, will make it possible for the public to be aware of cancer and birth defect causing chemicals
emitted into our living environment. Don’t you think we
have the right to know what we are eating, drinking and
breathing?
The industries who are lighting this issue are doing so
on the grounds it will cost them TOO MUCH MONEY!
Can someone put a dollar value to human health?
Without safe water, kvid and air we cannot exist.
The only reason the city is opposed to Proposition 65 is
because the city’s economy is supplemented greatly by
these chemical -producing companies. Doesn’t the city care
about the health of its residents?
Kathy Satterlee
Sophomore
Environmental Studies

An immoral world needs Robertson
Editor,
I am outraged at Janell Hall’s opinion piece titled
"Keep preacher out of White House.- She opposes a "religious fanatic" such as Pat Robertson taking over President
Reagan’s office simply because he is an evangelist.
Christians aren’t "self-righteous windbags." We have

a close, intimate,telationship With God.
IIIICIItICd
You also alleged the Founding Father,
for church and state to he mixed. Again, you are incorrect.
If you had read your history hook correctly, you would have
remembered sections about daily prayer in school. Of
course our past isn’t "squeaky clean." But shouldn’t that
motivate us to strive for a better tomorrow’?
lithe citizens of this nation weren’t so immoral, we
wouldn’t need to worry about our children walking home
alone from school. We women wouldn’t he in constant tear
of muggers or rapists.
If a candidate like Pat Robertson instilled some good
values on the American people, we wouldn’t have such ridiculous worries.
I care not that your vote will cancel mine. But at least I
know yours won’t count
Kim Kasehore
Sophomore
Nursing

Volleyball photograph misleading
Editor,
We would like to make a comment about your journalistic practices in your Wednesday. Oct. 1 edition of the
Spartan Daily.
We couldn’t help hut notice the picture of the volleyball team in the sports section concerning Monday’s match
with San Diego State was misleading.
The picture has readers thinking it was taken at San
Diego State on Monday, Sept. 29. But we know that it isn’t
possible because the Daily didn’t send any photographers to
the game.
Fess up guys, the picture is actually of our gym and not
of San Diego’s.
Chris Penn and Cyndi Cobb
Seniors
Journalism

100W finals unfair
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Editor,
The Spartan Daily recently ran a
few articles about the mysterious testing
process used by the junior writing
workshops I l(X)W).
Although these tests may have been
improper. I believe a greater problem exists with the 100W classes. The campuswide final writing test does not test
our ability to write. It tests our knowledge of philosophy and political science.
Not only is this test inefficient and a
campus embarassment, this test discriminates against all non-liberal arts students.
I am an engineering student. I am
required to take the 100W class to learn
technical writing. We learn how to write
engineering reports, explain processes,
or describe laboratory results. Little do
we know that our final will test us on
none of these subjects.
No! We will write an essay on democracy in Zimbabwe. tyranny and the
single mother, or our view of the meaning of life for paraplegics.
Of course, I must have been absent
from class when we covered these lopics. I expected some test of writing ability with respect to technical writing.
I understand students need a background in general education. What I
don’t understand is why a class teaching
one subject tests us on our knowledge of
another.
Robert Kelky
Junior
Electrical Engineering

I
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S omething for nothing
Associated Students Program Board ridThe
ing high on the strength of two $1,000 concert
flops
received a pay raise last week from the
A.S. hoard or directors.
The seven program board chairmen got a $25-amonth increase and the director received a $50 boost,
for a total of $225. Before the increase, chairmen
made $50 a month and the director got $300.
,Theyre worip every pemily - - that is,if it just a
PeAPY.iirMuhie isi it’s $2241.99’ Aire. Considering the
board’s recent .performance, meiabers are already
grossly overpaid.
Maybe that’s too harsh. Granted, the hoard
stages many worthy events for SJISU students including movies nights, speaker series and other special
shows. Many are free. But the biggest events the
ones with the largest monetary risk and attendance -are concerts. Here, the program board has failed miserably, both financially and in service to students.
A conservative estimate of the money lost on the
last two concerts is $2,000. The loss on first flop was
estimated to be about $1,100. The second lost more.
At the current rate, the board can take a half
dozen more financial baths before the $10.000 on campus concert fund dries up.
A.S. board members approving the increases
couldn’t have had the concert fiascoes in mind.
After passing the $10 fee increase at the end of
last semester. the A.S. hoard promptly upped its own
salary. The program hoard was passsed by.
Board members have been hitching since the start
of the semester that they deserve more. They should
put more effort into staging events attracting S.ISU
students.
"I just felt like the A.S. hoard members raised
their own salaries and forgot about the program
hoard," said Verda Alexander, program board director.
They did.
A.S. President Tom Boothe said not giving the
program board an increase was as obvious oversight.
A raise was only fair, he said, stressing it had nothing
to do with performance. So basically, it was a nonmerit, merit increase.
In proposing the increase. A.S. Contmller Gabriel Miramontes said the board members "have been
doing a good job .
and merit an increase in stipends."
Asked about the dismal concert crowds, Miramontes reaffirmed his support.
"I wouldn’t say they are failing in any sense,"
he said, citing many non-concert events.
He wouldn’t, hut I would. So would SISU students who stay away from the concerts in droves.
Part of the problem with producing successful
on -campus shows is an under-I8 age limit set by the
university administration. That excludes the teeniehiopper audience the hoard counts on to make things
go.
The last show attracted a paltry 60 paying patrons. The first show, for which the restriction was
"sprung" on the hoard, played loan empty house,
while some 170 minors were turned away.
Program hoard members grumble that the administration has worked against them, hut that’s a hollow
excuse.
They should have known about the age restriction
and planned for it. Not anticipating theproblem is
their fault.
But the age restriction only points to a larger failing. Obviously, given the dismal attendance, the
shows do not cater to S.ISU students. If the board can’t
hank on teen-agers to attend. then it should consider
hooking acts that appeal to the campus audiebce.
"We want as many S.ISU students as possible,
hut they’re a diverse group and it’s hard to meet all
their needs." Alexander said. Successful concerts,
she said, can help fund the smaller on -campus events
that do attract students.
"That’s why I don’t think it’s so had logo out
and get the teen-agers," she said.
Provided, of course, the children can come out
and play. And then, the students shouldn’t pay the
hoard to bahysit.
Craig Quintana is an assistant city editor. In
Quintessence appears every Monday.
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Reagan shuns risks
Changes public posture for summit
WASHINGTON (API After
President Reagan ruled out a sumnut meeting with Mikhail Gorbachev just before the congressional
elections, he changed his mind,
posing political risks for himself
and for Republican candidates.
Evidently. Reagan concluded
the risks are not all that grave and
are worth taking.

News Analysis
The pace of U.S.-Soviet arms
control talks has picked up to the
point where an agreement to cut
back nuclear missiles in Europe
may he attainable in Reykjavik.
That enhances the likelihood
that Reagan can come out of the
Iceland summit just two weeks hetore the elections with an accord or
the promise of one.
That would help propel him
toward the place in the history
hooks a president thinks about a lot
more as his White House years
dwindle. It would also do wonders
or Republican candidates running
on his record in tough races with
peace -minded Democrats.
Besides, Reagan can count on
Mikhail Gorbachev to do his hest to
get a weapons agreement.
Some Kremlinologists think
the Soviet leader has staked his job
on his ability to reach a money -saving accommodation with the United
States in order to take the pressure
off the Soviet economy.
So Gorbachev will go to Iceland -- and the meeting was his
idea in the first place determined
It conclude an agreement to curb
European missile deployment or

possibly the longer-range weapons
Reagan is giving higher priority.
The Soviet leader is practical.
however.
If he decides after seeing Reagan that an arms control deal is not
in the cards he can stall on a Washington summit, blame the Ameni
can president and try to pacify his
Kremlin colleagues.
Also, to demonstrate his own
peaceful intentions. Gorbachev
could harp on his proposal for a ban
on all nuclear weapons tests
knowing Reagan will turn him
down with the same argument he
gave at the United Nations last
week: "The reality is that for now
we still must rely on these weapons
for the deterrence of war:"
To get to Iceland both leaders
gave up something. hut Reagan
probably more than Gorbachev.
The Soviet leader permitted
Nicholas Daniloff to leave, even
though Soviet officials said they
had evidence to try the American
reporter on spy charges. Gorbachev
also freed Yuri Orlov, a leader in
the human rights movement, and
his wife. Irina.
Reagan, meanwhile, gave up
on trying Gennadiy Zakharov, a
Soviet physicist, on spy charges.
He was allowed to plead no contest, drew live years’ probation and
left for home cheerily telling reporters he intended to return.
Secretary of State George
Shultz, who directed most of the
negotiations, defended the package. The two overriding U.S.
goals, he said, were achieved:
handling the dispute "in a strong, a
realistic, a progressive way" and
getting Daniloff out of Moscow.

Blood donor infects 11 cancer patients with AIDS
BOSTON (AP)
At least II
cancer patients at a hospital got AIDS
infections after receiving tainted blood
given by one donor, demonstrating the
high risk of contact with blood contaminated with the AIDS virus,
according to a new study
"les a tragic and terrible thing
for this to happen, but it’s important
for other physicians to recognize that
this is probably not a unique occurrence," said Dr. Jerome E. Groopman
of New England Deaconess Hospital
in Boston.
The patients. all being treated at
the Dana -Farber Cancer Institute an
Boston, received the blood before tests
were available to routinely screen donations for AIDS.
The donor in this case was a
healthy man who did not know he harbored the AIDS virus.
Groopman said the researchers at
first thought the infection rate was so
high because the cancer patients’ immune systems were weakened by their
disease and treatments
But other recent research shows
that the risk of transmission is also extremely high among otherwise healthy
surgery patients.
"I would have to say that there is
about a 95 -percent likelihood of transmission" through tainted blood. said
Dr John W. Ward of the U.S. Centers
lot Disease Control in Atlanta.
Ward said about three-quarters of
the people who got AIDS-contami-
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Hind. the Jewish Student AssoAbraham
sponsor
will
ciation,
Gannett’ discussion "Israel Diary: The
Religious/Secular Conllict at noon
tomorrow in the Campus Christian
Center. Call Sandra Silver at 294-8311
for information.
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The Society of Latino Engineers
and Scientists will hold a general
meeting to nominate officers and guest
speakers at 5 p.m. tomorrow in the
Minority Engineering Program Student Center, Engineering Room. 335.
Call Mike Ayon at 277-2214 or 2513784 for information.

Richard Hart
Jan Ogden

The Associated Students Program
Board will host talk show personality
Wally George at 7:30 p.m. tomorrow
in the Student Union Ballroom. Ticket
prices are $3 and $4 for students and
$4 and $6 for general admission. Call
Andy Slean or Latressa Wilson Alford
at 277-2807 for information.
Sandra Moll of the Financial
Management Association will speak
about financial planning at 5 p.m tomorrow in the Student Union Almaden
Room. Call Joe Belarde at 262-4741
for information.
Phi Chi Theta, a coed business
fraternity, will hold its first meeting at
6 p.m. today in MacQuarrie Hall,
Room 322. Call Carol at 415-9682098 or Lisa at 277-8670 for information.
The English and Philosophy departments will host a talk on "The
Structure of Social Movements" by
Polish scholar Slawomir Magalaat
3:30 p.m. today in Faculty Office
Building, Room 104. Call Steve Voss
at 277-2871 for information.

LOS ANGELES (API - Dolly
Parton is starring in her first movie for
television, tentatively titled "A Dolly
Christmas."
In the ABC movie. Parton plays
an entertainer who returns home to
Tennessee and becomes romantically
involved with a legendary mountain
man, played by Lee Majors.

Student Health Service will host a
question -and-answer seminar called
"Women’s Health/Pap Smear" conducted by Shirley Woods at noon
today in Health Building. Room 208
Call Oscar Battle at 277-3622 for information.

The Community Committee for
International Students will sponsor
"Conversations-in -English Groups.’
from 10 a.m. to noon, and I :30 to 3:30
p.m. today in the Administration
Building, Room 222. Call the International Center at 277-3690 for information.
Circle K Service and Leadei ship
Club will host a presentation by Cain
Luis Hernandez of the San Jose Police
Department at 3:30 p.m. tomorrow in
the Student Union Pacheco Room
Call Tom at 269-235(1 for more infor
mation.
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"We don’t want people to come
away from this with the idea that the
blood supply is unsafe," Anderson
said "The screening worked in this
A review on the Boston cases, di- case, and the risk of getting a contamirected by Dr. Kenneth C. Anderson, nated transfusion remains extremely
was published in the October issue of low. This concern should not interfere
with the care of patients with cancer."
the Annals of Internal Medicine.

Deadly virus spurs life insurance buying spree
1.05 ANGELES (API
Several
hundred AIDS victims bought life insurance either knowing or suspecting
they had the deadly disease, an insurance industry survey reported.
The average life insurance policy
was in the $113000 range, hut more
than 125 policies totaled $100,000 or
more and three policies were for more
than $1 million each, according to a
study by thr American Council of Life
Insurance and the Health Insurance
Association of America.
"These figures underline the potentially disastrous financial impact of
a handful of large claims from persons
who apply for life insurance with the
knowledge they have been infected by
the AIDS virus," last week’s report
said.
A disproportionate share of AIDS
death claims. 31 percent out of 1.012,

were v. ahin two years alter the lute in
surance policy was issued. Those
claims accounted for 44 percent of the
total $34.3 million in claims. the report said.
But it’s wrong to assume all or
even most of the recent AIDS claims
were fraudulent, said Dan Case. of the
American Council of Life Insurance.
"It’s possible that companies did
not ask the right question and therefore
the applicants did not misrepresent
their health conditions," Case said.
noting the companies were so unconcerned about AIDS a few years ago
that they may not have asked applicants about the disease.
AIDS attacks the immune system, leaving victims vulnerable to a
variety of life -threatening infections
and certain cancers. More than half the
people in the United States who have

contra, Led the disease has,: died
The Los Angeles Times reported
on the 1985 survey 01 125’ insurance
companies, representing 72 percent of
the nation’s health and lile insurance
business.
The majority ol the companies
now use multiple blood tests to screen
applicants for the AIDS s inns. said
Brett Nance, a Los Angeles insurance
agent.

FREE MOVIE TICKETS
to

Nursing Students:
What is the difference
between Sally. Sandra
and Stanley?
A Stanley heads the world’s leading
test preparation organization, preparing students for over 46 years
B. Stanly offers audio tape lesson review and supplemental lessons at
OVeT 125 US centers
C. Stanley’s course has ten 4-hour
lessons instead of five Indigestible 8 hour lessons
D. Stanley’s classes are smaller

0 All of the above

pem Sue got illarried

Call or visit the nearest Kaplan Center
Iota demonstration of our
superior program!

Wednesday, October 8th
Doors Open at 8:30 p.m.

KAPLAN

STANLEY H KAMAN EDUC Al IONAI LEN TER 111,

Limited Supply
(Tickets will be given on a first come,
first serve basis.)

The world’s leading
test prep organization.
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1449-4044

750 The Pruneyard
Campbell 371-3801

best custom-made pizza is
The
hot, fresh, has real dairy cheese,

an assortment of carefully selected
toppings on a perfect gold
crust...and is delivered to you in
thirty minutes or less.

298-4300

items for the price of 4!
Pepperoni, Mushrooms, On1011S.
Green Peppers, & Sausage
12" Deluxe: S 9.95

510S 10th Street

16" Deluxe: $ 1 4 29

Phi Beta Sigma fraternity is hold
ing fall interviews for prospects
through Friday at 279 E. San Fernando. Call Chris Baker at 629-6524
or Andre Chapmanat 293-3806 for information.

2648 Alum Rock Ave

Congratulates its Fall 1986
Pledge Class
Mike Knutson
Mark Andrews
Steve Murphy
Ken Barton
Ron Pasch
Mike Bertoni
Scott Pirtle
Jeff Blair
Dave Rivera
Franco Desimone
James Seto
David Draper
Mike Stanford
Jeff Ganske
Russel Vantassel
Brian Gonzales
Alex Van Wolf
Mark Goscila
Jim Ketchum

5

The Extravagan77a

926-4200

SIGMA ALPHA MU
FRATERNITY

The Deluxe

Domino’s Pizza Delivers.’"

The SJSU Karate Club will hold a
meeting and workout at 7 p.m. tomorrow in SPX 75. Call Debby at 2759817 for information.

Pabeien.

Greg Stryker E C Walters

Wards research IA 11 presented
earlier this week at a meeting ol the
American Society for Microbiology in
New Orleans

The Asian-American Christian
Fellowship will host guest speaker
Rich Hong at 7 p.m. tomorrow in the
Student Union Costanoan Room. Call
Don Chin at 997-7808 for information

Steve Metre
Kethenne Bogue

Reporlera
Edward Nemec Andy Bird, Perria Ray Chns
teneen. Lisa Elmore. Brian Foam*. Oscar
Guerra. Lan Gutman JaneH Hot Scott G
Maniacs, Gene Johnson Jr Dan Kier Sue
Dawd
Knob, Maui Martin Amy L
Rickard. Frank Michael Russell Karin L Smarl.

wus Ward said that since then, there
have been only two reported instances
of contaminated blood slipping
through the controls and transmitting
the infection.
"We continue to strongly advise
that donors who know they are at risk
of AIDS not to give blood," he said

The Student Health Advisor)
Committee will hold its regular meeting at 1:30 p.m. today in Health Building. Room 208. New menibers are
welcome. Call Oscar Battle at 2773622 for information.

Mon Hocisdort
Art Director

rimed blood Ihoe died ol the diseases
for which they were being treated
But perhaps 10.000 are still :1114C
and are infected hr oh the virus.
Many people infected with the
AIDS virus remain outwardly healthy
for many years, although they can
transmit the infection. No one knows
how many of them will eventually get
AIDS.
Since March 1985, all blood donated in the United States has been
screened Inn annhodies to the AIDS

Parton tries TV

Spartaguide
The Student Occupational Therapy Association will hold a general
membership meeting at 4:30 p.m.
today in the Student Union Guadalupe
Room. Call Eileen Maddox at (137(1154 for information
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1909 Tully Road

Limited portions of 9 items for the
price of 5! Pepperoni, Mushrooms,
Ham, Ground Beef, Sausage,
Green Peppers, Onions, and
Black Olives. Extra Cheese
12" Price Destroyer : $10.94
16" Price Destroyer - $ 1 5.74

251-6010
Hours:
Open for Lunch!
1 1 am-1am Sun.-Thurs.
1 1 am-2am Fri. Sat.
TuNy Rd. & Alum Rock Av. stores

Additional Items
Ground Beef, Green Peppers, Ham,
Extra Cheese, Pepperoni,
Mushrooms, Black Olives, Onions,
Sausage, Pineapple, Jalapenos.
Extra Thick Crusb
12" pizza $ 99 per item
16" pizza $1.45 per item

Menu
All Pizzas Include Our Special
Blend of Sauce and
1000,o Real Cheese.

Free Extra Sauce!

Domino’s Pizza Prices
16"
8 49
1 item
$ 9 94
$ 6 98
$11.39
2 -item
4 7 97
$12.84
3 -item
$ 8.96
4 item
$14 29
$ 9.95
815 74
5 -item
$1094
$17 19
$1193
6 item
7 -item
$12 92
$18 64
8 item
$1391
$20 09
9 item
$21 54
$14.90
10 Item
$1589
$22 99
I= INN I= 1=1 I= IIMI MN MN NE
Lhoese

5

Coke’ /16 oz. bottle, S. /5

12
5 99

All prices subject to sales tax.
Our drivers do not carry
more than $ 20 00
Limited delivery areas
NEI

INNI NM II= INN

NM1 Me I

$1.00 off any pizza!
One coupon per pizza
Expires October 13, 1986

I

Fast. Free Delivery
298-4300
510S. 10th Street

Off!

9284200
1909 Tully Road

Fast, Free Delivery
298-4300
510 S. 10th Street

251-6010
2648 Alum Rock Ave
,sn.RA

somm=mommunimoommommmommoomminimmounimmil
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Street dance, bonfire start
weekend with a flourish
By Frank Michael Russell
Daily staff writer
Talk about drama.
Act one -- Regina Murphy and
Mitchell Dahood were named homecoming queen and king as SJSU students reveled at a festive bonfire and
street dance Friday night.
Act two - Saturday at Spartan
Stadium. a record crowd of 28,158
watched SJSU heat the Fresno State
Bulldogs in a 45-41 homecoming victory that seemed made for the movies.
Friday evening’s activities began
with a bonfire on the ROTC field at
Seventh and San Carlos streets. The
fire was lit by last year’s queen Mary
Jo Dufault. who was escorted by Associated Students President Tom Boothe.
The exuberant crowd backed
away from the bonfire as its flames
climbed at least 30 feet into the air.
warming a dear. balmy San Jose
night.
After the bonfire, 10 campus
groups competed in a "yellfest" to determine which showed the most school
spirit.
Delta Upsilon fraternity won the
competition with a rousing cheer that
had its own percussion accompani
ment.
Kappa Delta sorority placed second, followed by Delta Gamma sorority, which danced and cheered to the
Beatles’ "Twist and Shout."
Dahood and Murphy were named
1986-87 king and queen by Default
and last year’s homecoming king, Jeff
Kaneko. in front of a rowdy crowd of
about 500. mostly Greeks and dormitory students.
The king, queen and runners-up
also participated in half-time activities
at the game Saturday -- - taking a tradi
firmal ride in classic Ford Thunderbirds around the Spartan Stadium
field.
The king and queen were chosen
by a panel of administration and faculty judges.
"I’m really excited," said Murphy. a 21 -year-old senior advertising
major. "It’s almost unbelievable."
Murphy. a business minor, was
sponsored by her sorority. Alpha Phi.
Dahood, a 24-year -old junior radio/TV major, was sponsored by
Alpha Phi Omega service fraternity.
He is president of the organization.
"I feel great," Dahood said. "I
really didn’t think I had a chance."
Victoria "Tori" Flakes, a 21 year-old senior advertising major, and
Karen McGlaughlin. a 21 -year-old se Mar liberal studies major, were the
other finalists for homecoming queen.
Murphy said she would try to represent SJSU during her reign as queen.
"I’d like to work on making it
more than just a ceremonial role,’’
Murphy said.
Dahood said he would try to follow the example of Kaneko and Du fault .

They "did a good job getting us
back on track -- making it something
we can be proud of." Delimit] said.
After the yellfest and the naming
of the king and queen. the crowd
bopped to mckabilly by the Kingpins,
a local band that often plays at the
Spartan Pub.
Tim Orozco, A.S. Homecoming
Committee chairman, said he was
pleased by the turnout.
"Students came out in full
force," Orozco said. "Everybody
took part."
Students attending the in. ent said
they were enjoying themselves.
"There’s a lot of spirit," said
Rick Lawton, a junior physics major
who lives in Markham Hall "Everybody’s having a good time...
Alan Dep

By Scott G. Hamilton
Daily staff writer
Saturday’s homecoming game was an emotional roller
coaster ride for the 28,58 fans who experienced it.
On both sides of the field, emotions ebbed and flowed,
much like the Spartan wave that almost circled the stadium
four times in the second quarter.
The human wave stalled each time it hit concentrations
of Fresno fans at the north end of the stadium.
The emotional wave stopped when the Spartans hit the
end zone for the final, game -winning time.
At pre -game tailgate parties, Spartan enthusiasm
soared.
The soccer field north of the stadium was covered with
students, alumni, faculty and fans
groups of revelers
from the community. Barbecue, booze and brotherhood
were the words of the day.
Balls flew everywhere. An Alpha Tau Omega volleyball game ran side -by -side with a football scrimmage in
front of the Tau Kappa Epsilon area.
Smoke filled the air as well. Barbecues were everywhere - Hibachis. Webers, non-descript portables, even
an ancient model towed around by trailer.
Music, too, took up its share of airspace. Several
groups blasted their tunes through makeshift P.A. systems.
The Pi Kappa Alpha fire truck became a DJ mixing stand
for the day, complete with speakers at each end. And Don
Cox and the Cowtown Band provided country sounds to
promote radio station KEEN.
Parties came both big and small. The Alumni Association’s Santa Cruz Chapter bused 36 of its members to the
game, along with an impressive spread of food and drink.
"We’re here because we’re all people with one thing
in common - a love for San Jose State," said chapter President Barbara Brown.
On a somewhat smaller scale, former SJSU instructor
Ron Gcnise brought "about 15 or so" friends and family
members to his maiden Spartan football outing.
"I used to go to a lot of Illinois games, but this is my
first time here." Genise said. "I’m going to keep coming,
because this is great. I never knew what I was missing."
The scene on the Fresno side was drastically different.
Small congregations popped up here and there, hut there
was nothing comparable to those on the San Jose side.
But as wave after wave of air-conditioned buses arrived just before ganie time, it seemed the stadium would
drown under a surge of red shirts.
The illusion subsided when they got inside, as the red
was quickly diluted by gold, white and blue.
"When we were coming down here. all you could see
was red posters on (Highway) 99." said John Garcia of
Fresno, whose wife Marion shaded herself with a large, red
hat -shaped FSU umbrella.
"But they’ve got us scattered all over in here, so it
doesn’t give us a chance to cheer our team on. Garcia
said. "They should let us sit all together.
The roar of the crowd never subsided during the game,
but it did shift from side to side as the teams jockeyed for
the lead.
The San Jose side went wild while its team dominated
the first half. The boos were so loud when the Spartans fell
behind that the Fresno cheers were barely audible.
Naive individuals who strayed onto the SJSU side of
the stands wearing red were doomed to sneers of "Rip off
that red shirt." In at least one case, it really happened, and
tatters of blood -colored cloth were tossed above the crowd.
But by the end of the day, the roller coaster ride had
taken its toll. Nearly one-third of the audience had cleared
out by the time Fresno extended its lead to 10 points, 41-31.
When the Spartans finally went ahead with 26 seconds
left. delirium swept the remaining rooters.
"There’s no way we would have left, because we believe in San Jose," said SJSU rooter Darlene Nelson. waving a gold pompon toward her companion. ’defensive tackle
Mark Dean’s mom.
The post -game dance with Heroic Airmen was hardly
noticed. Most people were too emotionally drained to stick
around.
But according to SJSU cornerback Freddie Payton, the
fans’ enthusiasm and support had not gone unnoticed.
"It feels great. We didn’t have any of this last year,"
Payton said. "When we came out and saw everybody, we
didn’t want to let them down. So we played to the end."
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Clockwise from top: Bulldog quarterback Kevin
Sweeney, 9, flees from Spartan linebacker Lloyd Forrest, 19. Homecoming bonfire blazes 30 feet into the
Friday night sky. Center Tim Stejskal gets a victory
kiss from his fiancee, Kris Vorbis. SJSU student Iliad
Rodriguez sports appropriate tailgate attire.
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Perez connects in final seconds for winning score
VICTORY , from page 1
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SJSU middle blocker Maria Healy goes up to block a shot during the Spartans’ win over Cal Poly-SLO
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SJSU’s bench strength prevails
in comeback win over Mustangs
By Karin L. Small
writer
The No. I -ranked SJSU volleyball team desperately
needed a morale boost following last week’s loss to the
San Diego State Aztecs, and the team got it Saturday
night as it pulled out a victory over No. II Cal Poly San
l_uis Obispo in Spartan Gym.
The Spartans -- who will probably fall out of the
nation’s top spot in tomorrow’s polls because of their
loss to SDS beat the Mustangs, 4-15, 16-14, 15-11
and 15-8.
SJSU (11- I ) upped its PCAA record to 3-1, while
S1.0 fell to 8-4 overall and 3-3 in conference play.
After playing what outside hitter Lisa Ice termed a
"tentative" first game, in which the Mustang defense
shut down SJSU’s attack, the Spartans changed strategies and utilized the strength of players who hadn’t seen
a lot of action yet this season.
called upon by
Freshman setter Susie Laymon
coach Dick Montgomery late in the first game when
starter Danielle Spier began having problems running the
made the most of her opportunity. In a little
offense
more than three games, Layman converted 48 of 90 assist attempts for a .533 average. She also contributed at
the net, where she had two kills and five block assists.
Daily staff

Montgomery chose to use several non-starters in the
match, as the regulars couldn’t seem to get a rhythm
going. Gina Watson and Karl Roberson came in and
played tenaciously for the Spartans, demonstrating
SJSU’s depth.
Montgomery said he was very pleased with the performance of his bench players.
"It was great to see that I can now utilize all the

players in the way that I want to," he said. "In previous
matches I hadn’t been going to the bench because I
didn’t base confidence in them, but tonight they (Roberson, Laymon. Watson and Braymen) made me have confidence in them. 1 now know that I can use any one of
them when one of the starters goes flat.’’
The coach said Spier’s problems were offset by a
fine performance from Laymon.
"Danielle is off of her game right now, but I
wanted to play her and see if she’d come around." he
said. "When she didn’t, I went with Susie (Laymon),
and she really came through. She set the ball very well,
and she helped us out with her blocks."
SJSU overcame a horrible first game to get back
into the match. The Mustangs showed a very strong defense that initially had the Spartans befuddled.
"We played a little tentatively in the first game,
trying to get our rhythm hack," Ice said. "But as the
match went on. we got our confidence back, which was
a must after the loss to San Diego.
"If we had lost tonight, it would have put us back a
long way, but we showed we can come back."
SJSU showed it was mentally tough by overcoming
the Mustangs. Montgomery said the loss to the Aztecs
had done some damage psychologically to his team.
"The loss was purely mental, because we are in top
physical condition," he said. "We just have some things
to work on for the future.
The Spartans face Fresno State tonight at 7:30 in
Spartan Gym. The Bulldogs are unranked. but Montgomery said Fresno State won’t roll over and die for the
Spartans.
"Fresno will be about the same as Cal Poly, so we
can’t relax," he said.

"We knew we were gonna have to pass protect the
whole game, but on those last two drives you just gotta have
faith, and I think we did," SJSU offensive lineman David
Diaz-Infante said.
Just after Fresno State went ahead by 10 with 1:20 left
to go, Perez hit tight end Cortez Thomas for 25 yards, then
hit Liggins for 17 yards, to give the Spartans a first and goal
on the 6.
Perez then went to Liggins again for a 6-yard touchdown pass, and after the conversion the Spartans were down
by three.
Everyone in the stadium knew what was coming next.
Placekicker Sergio Olivarez hit a short line -drive kick
to the left side of the field. After the hall bounced around a
bit, it ended up in the hands of SJSU’s Chris Alexander, following a hit by Freddie Payton.
"The ball bounced a couple of times and went into his
(Fresno player’s) hands. I just hit him and it fell out. and
Chris (Alexander) got on it." Payton said.
With 34 seconds left and the ball on the Bulldog 48,
Perez hit Malauulu for 26 yards, before throwing the winning touchdown pass.
"I think San Jose State is an outstanding football
team," Fresno State coach Jim Sweeney said "They came
in very prepared."
Bulldog quarterback Kevin Sweeney did almost everything he was expected to do, passing for 337 yards and two
touchdowns and burning SJSU defensive backs repeatedly
with big plays.
Sweeney hit wide receiver Stephen Baker four times
for 170 yards, including an 84-yard touchdown pass right
after the Spartans had tied the game at 31.
Sweeney hit wide receiver Gene Taylor five times for
92 yards and wide receiver Brock Smith twice for 54 yards.
On the ground, Fresno State utilized tailback James
Williams effectively. He ran the hall 28 times for 142 yards
and two touchdowns.
However, SJSU had some offensive accomplishments
of its own.
Liggins set a Spartan record with 203 yards receiving
and a regular-season record with 15 receptions.
"They were trying to jam me, and I was trying to give
’em a little outward push and conic hack underneath.- Liggins said. "I got open and Mike (Perez) got me the ball. All
I had to do was catch it."
Fresno State coach Sweeney said Liggins hurt the Bull.
dogs.
"We were in single coverage and Liggins kept hurting
us. He’s a big, pro-type receiver
Tight end Thomas caught fise passes tor 101 yards and
a touchdown.
SJSU running back Kenny Jackson also had a big day,
rushing for more than 1(X) yards for the second consecutive
week.
Jackson carried the ball 25 times. gaining 107 yards
and scoring a touchdown.
The game got off to a great start, if you’re a Spartan
fan.

SJSU came out gunning, scoring 24 unanswered points
in the first half on touchdown passes to Malauulu, Liggins
and Thomas, and a 46-yard field goal by Olivarez.
Then late in the second quarter, Fresno put together a
scoring drive of 79 yards on seven plays, capped by a 4yard touchdown run by Williams.
SJSU got the ball hack and was driving when Fresno
State’s Rod Webster picked off a Perez pass and ran it back
to the Bulldog 45 -yard line.
Five plays later. Sweeney hit Baker in the end zone for
a 30-yard touchdown play, and the Spartans’ 24-point lead
dwindled to 10 points at the half.
"We were down a little toward the end of the first half.
Fresno State did exactly what we feared
they threw the
ball deep." Gilbert said. "They throw it deep as good as
any team.
With momentum going in Fresno State’s direction at
the beginning of the second half. it didn’t take long before

’I think San
Jose State is an
outstanding
football team.
They came in
very
prepared.’
Jim Sweeney,
Fresno State
football coach
the Bulldogs took the lead. They scored 31 unanswered
points by the time the fourth quarter had rolled around.
Then it was up to the Spartans to decide if they were
going to give in or fight back. They fought back.
Perez drove the Spartans down to the Bulldog 6-yard
line. and Jackson took it in to tie the contest at 31.
But on the first play from scrimmage. Sweeney hit
Baker for an 84 -yard touchdown pass. The Bulldogs later
added a field goal to go up 41-31. setting the stage for the
Spartans’ miraculous comeback.
The SJSU defense had a tough time containing Sweeney. and when he got away from the defensive pursuit, the
Spartans hit him late.
"It was frustrating for their (the Spartans’) defense
when Kevin (Sweeney) would flush out of the pocket and
get away,’’ Bulldog coach Sweeney said. "San Jose State is
a clean -hitting team. They just got their adrenalin going."
The game was plagued by penalties.
The Spartans were penalized 24 times for 199 yards.
the Bulldogs 12 times for 118 yards. The 36 penalties set an
NCAA record previously held, ironically, by Fresno State
and SJSU. In their 1981 meeting, there were 35 penalties.

Men’s golf starts season in Southern Cal
By David Rickard
Daily staff writer
Dick Schwendinger. SJSU men’s
golf coach, has two goals for his team
today and tomorrow, when the Spartans join 17 other teams competing in
the Southwest Invitational in Westlake
Village.
The first goal is to see his young
team begin its 1986-87 season with a
creditable performance. Schwendinger
realizes the chore will be a tough one,
with perennial heavyweights such as
Brigham Young, Fresno State and host
USC on hand.
His other goal is for the Spartans
to become "familiar with the North
Ranch Golf Course in Southern California, where the tournament is taking
place. The 1988 NCAA championships are scheduled to he held there,
and Schwendinger hopes to he a part
of them.
"It’s important for us to get sonic
experience playing there, because we
have aspirations of returning for the
championships," he said.
The Spartans failed to make the
NCAA tournament field last season for
the first time in 23 years. but the third year coach hopes to be hack this season.

aging rounds of 75.92 and 76.15. respectively.

Leading the way should he senior
John Kennaday. Last season’s top performer has taken up where he left off,
averaging a team -hest score of 72.53
after eight qualifying and five scoring
rounds.
Kennaday, whose hest round to
date this season was a sizzling 65 at
the Almaden Country Club, is one of
live players on the 14 -member squad
who qualified for today’s competition.
The others are senior Keir Smith. junior Drew Ham and freshmen Mike
Foster and Tad McCormick.
Smith and Ham hail from Canada. which Schwendinger said produces some surprisingly good golfers.
The two were followed south by Barry
Evans. a freshman from British Columbia.
"It was more coincidence than
recruiting that brought them here."
Schwendinger said. "Once they start
corning you kind of have a pipeline."
Haim a former Alberta Open
champion, has averaged 73.15 strokes
per round in the preseason. while
Smith is close behind with a 74.23
mark.
Foster and McCormick are aver-

Schwendinger picked BYU as the
logical favorite in the tournament, but
he said his team --- and Kennaday -have a chance to come home winners.
"He (Kennaday) matches up well
against the competition down there,"
Schwendinger said. "He’s not what
you’d call the favorite, but he has
shown signs of brilliance."
Schwendinger said he also likes
the Spartans’ prospects for reclaiming
the PCAA title from Fresno State this
year. The Bulldogs won the league
crown in the 1985-86 campaign, after
SJSU had taken the title in four of the
previous five seasons.
Following today’s invitational,
the Spartans will return to the links
Oct. 17-18 in a tournament at Stanford. The team will then travel to
Stockton to play in a tournament Oct.
20-21, hosted by the University of the
Pacific.
The Spartans will finish up their
fall season Nov. 10-11 at the Olympic
Club in San Francisco,

Nine Angel veterans playing out last year of contracts
Win or lose
ANAHLIM (AP)
in the postseason, 1986 may be the last
hurrah for this team of aging California Angels.
As the club prepares for the start
of the American League Championship Series against the Boston Red
Sox. the future of nine Angel veterans
remains uncertain.
Playing out the final year of their
contracts, with no assurances for
1987, are pitchers Don Sutton. 41, and
Doug Corbett. 33; outfielders Reggie
Jackson, 40, Brian Downing, 35, and
Ruppert Jones, 31; infielders Doug
DeCinces, 36, Bobby Grich. 37, and
Rick Burleson. 35; and catcher Bob
Boone, 38.
Club officials say future contracts
won’t be discussed until the season
ends, and have refused to comment on
who might be staying or leaving.

Jackson apparently is the only
one who has been told anything; he recently said the club informed him he
wouldn’t be hack next year.
"I want to get in the World Series, that’s what’s important." he said.
"Then you never know what can happen. We might get lucky and win and I
can tell them, ’Bring me back and let
me help win another one next year."’
"They give you the feeling that if
you help us win this thing, then we’ll
bring you back," Downing said.
"Well, I guess we’ll see."
Although the success of the AL
West -winning Angels would appear to
make it untimely for the club’s brass to
break up the team, General Manager
Mike Port tends to lean toward youth
and away from the club’s past policy
of signing high-priced, older stars.
This year, for example, the An-

gels did not renew the contract of first
baseman Rod Carew and went with
rookie Wally Joyner at first.
Port has noted that some teams,
like Kansas City and St. Louis, have
been criticized for standing pat, but
that the Angels "are being frowned on
for thinking of rebuilding. ... I guess
there’s no middle ground."
DeCinces said it would be gratifying to win it all this year, "... since
there’s a bunch of us here who’ve
worked very hard over the last few
years to make this team a winner."
Of the uncertainty among the vet-

.X.appa (Delta

erans, he said: "While I don’t like it. I
understand. That’s business."
Manager Gene Mauch doesn’t believe there’ll be a dramatic shakeup.
"I’m not looking at it that way,"
he said. "I’m sure they’re not either.
Why would you want to assume something like that? Sutton has won 15
games this year. Why would anybody
say he can’t do it anymore’?
"For the average person, yeah.
you start slowing down when you’re
40," Mauch said. "But with these
guys, you’re not talking average people."
Mauch has yet to win a pennant.
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Desegregation expected to affect SJSU in future
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By Sue isty atm
the Jiautgc in demogiaphii. that w ill
Daily suet writer
eventually happen because ol the desegregaCourt -ordered busing to desegregate San
lion. Henry said there also has to he a look at
Jose’s largest school district is expected to af- the curriculum at the departmental level
fect SJSU in the future, university officials
said.
He said more minority faculty will have to
The influx of minority students expected
from desegregation of San Jose Unified School he hired because by virtue of their race or sex.
District will require that SJSU begin prepara- they are instant role models. He said SJSU
tions now, said Samuel Henry. the university’s President Gail Fullerton is the perfect example
of a woman, who by virtue ol her position, is
director of Affirmative Action
Desegregation was first defined 30 years an automatic role model
"Sure, we could talk about how we beago in the landmark 1954 case. Brown v. The
Board of Education. In Brown, the U.S. Su- lieve in equality for women, hut with the presipreme Court said government-enfiireed school dent of our university . she enforce., that with.
segregation violated the 14th Amendment.
A $16 million desegregation program
funded by the state was implemented Sept. It.
Officials have said about 75 percent of the
students are attending ethnically balanced San
Jose schools, far exceeding the 60 percent reBy Paula Ray Christiansen
quired in the first year of the four-year plan apDaily staff writer
F.
Robert
Judge
proved by U.S. District Court
’Ilack to the Future" was the theme as
Peckham.
at least 667 high school educators and adDesegregation will result in a higher enministrators met Friday at SJSU to address
rollment of minorities at SJSU, Henry said.
the impact of the CSU admissions requireA change in students, a change in the curments on 19104 incoming freshman.
riculum, a change in teaching methods and
The Northern California High School
methods of measuring good teaching are some
Counselor Conference was one of nine to he
of the direct results desegregation will have,
held throughout the state to ads ise counselHenry said.
ors and administrators about introducing the
"The way people teach will have to
new requirements to high schixil students.
change." he said. "A lot ol instructors may
The new criteria for admission to Calihut
standards,
yesterday’s
OK
by
have been
fornia State Universities are lour years 01
those won’t work with the change (in demograEnglish (presently required): three years ill
phics expected) in the classrooms.
mathematics (two years currently required)
"Someone may have to bite the bullet and
one year of U.S. history and government
say ’Professor X. your approach to our field is
one year of laboratory science: two years it
not working."
the same foreign language or demonstration
Henry said il it comes to that point, reof equivalent competency; one year 01 visual
training or retirement may he the only options
and performing arts: and three years of elecleft for instnictors.
tives.
Ultimatums such as these will cause a reElectives can he selected from English,
on
campus,
he
methods
evaluation of teaching
advanced mathematics, social studies, hissaid.
tory, laboratory science. agriculture, foreign
"We are going to drag some people kicklanguage and the visual and performing arts.
ing and screaming into the 20th century,
How the admissions criteria will impact
Henry said.
minority students Y.:I, of major concern to
For example, lectures are not known to be
many of the high schisil representatives. said
a great success with underrepresented groups
Mary Grace Cohen, a counselor at San Fransuch as blacks, Hispanics. Asians and women,
cisco’s McAteer High School.
he said.
McAteer has a very high minority ratio.
"Because of the change in students, those
and educators there are concerned that stuwill
lectures
rely
solely
on
who
instructors
dents who have not had equal opportunity in
sink." he added.
the past are going to he effected the most.
Henry said teaching students from differCohen said.
ent backgrounds requires more of an underState guidelines will he nuire stringent
standing of culture, and in turn, more work.
than in the past and for students who do not
For instance, students who use English as
have the background, the new requirements
a second language will not have proper gramare going to he tough to meet, she said.
mar skills reinforced at home. ’thus writing will
’We’re telling kids who have been gethe more difficult for them, and instructors will
ting by with Cs and D’s that they may not he
need to develop those skills, he said.
allowed to graduate, Cohen said.
"For many minorities, mostly black and
Students who have limited math backHispanics. involvement in learning is not just
grounds and low reading skills because their
audio," said Henry. who has done numerous
intermediate education was insufficient will
studies in desegregation. "Sound education
he required to take advanced math courses
hirer% to be ,mod,"
and foreign languages. Cohen said.
Methods to improve teaching may include
Concern was also expressed about overthe USC of videos, he said.

out saying anything. he said
"We’ll have to become a lot more sensilive to the needs of the community." Henry
said.
The university will also have to use different kinds of recruiting, he said.
II the university is to he responsive to the
community, there will have to he 400 percent
more effOrt in recruiting. Henry said.
Since tiny, the Asian population has
risen 6 percent at SJSU, the white population
has increased by I percent. the Hispanic population has fallen I percent, and the black popillation has fallen to a 2 percent on campus.

according to poll taken Iasi eat
Henry estimated that with desegregation,
more than a quarter of the student population
on campus will he made up ol minorities in
1995.
In 1984, the Educational Opportunity Program. which is designed to aid minority students, accepted 400 students. Last year the figures went up 20 percent. and the program
accepted 600 students, according to EOP re cords.
"If desegregation does work, it should increase the eligiblity rates of students. Hope fully. it will improve opportunities for minori-

’88 admit policy disturbs counselors
force high school educators to better prepare
students for those choices. said Elna M. Di mock, a private educational -development ad5 user.

ally staff photographer
George Hutchinson
. . . atsing dean oi ("SI ’ outreach
crowded conditions in many San Francisco
high schools by Karen Anson, another McAteer adviser.
The requirements will mean an "increase in classes and course work. and since
we have limited space. it will mean doubling
up." she said "It makes it 1110re dark3111 to
educate students when classes are so
crowded.
Overcrowded conditions ;and minority
issues will probably be limited to inner-city
and smaller schools, said Jack Otto, administrative representative at the Calilorma State
University at Chico.
"CSU is bending over backwards for
minority students." Otto said. The requirements of courses in advanced mathematics
and other subjects will force high schools to
pros ide minority students with higher opportunity . he said
"Society as a whole has a lower socioeconomic structure in the educational system.- Otto said. adding that the new criteria
will force schools to address this problem.
The CSU requirements will provide students with a wider choice of schools and

Jazz pianist tickles class interest
By Sue Kiyabu
Daily staff writer
"1 want you to feel what I
feel."
That’s what Duke Ellington
told his band members, said Ed
Wetteland, a jazz pianist.
Wetteland tried to get this message across to students in Mike
West’s jazz history class Friday
morning.
He tapped his feet on the woodparquet floors of the stage in the
Music Building. He swayed his head
hack and forth while he thumped and
humped his fingers on the keys of
the piano.
Wetteland spoke about people
like Ellington. George Gershwin and
Fats Waller, as if the young audience would he intimate with their
legendary tunes.
He related complex musical terminology with the instrument he has
played for 15 years. Wetteland was

an instructor at one time and is currently the house piano player at
Washington Square Bar and Grill in
San Francisco.
"He was recommended by
Benny Goodman’s piano player,"
West said of Wetteland.
Wetteland performed tunes reflecting early jazz styles, West said.
He discussed the three basic elements that he said are not covered
by most solo pianists, melody, harmony and rhythm. Wetteland said
most solo pianists rely on bass and
drum rhythms in terms of rhythmic
concept.
"You have to chew it up and
spit it out, then it becomes yours,
that’s the joy of this business, making something your own," Wetteland said.
He further explained his criteria
for making something your own
from someone else’s work.
"If you steal from an individual, that’s stealing. But if you steal

from everybody, then that’s research," Wetteland said.
Wetteland said he most admires
the work of Ellington and Gershw in.
He began by playing a blues
tune by Ellington called "Creole
Love Poem.’’ Wetteland rubbed his
hands together as if they were going
to spark a fire and pulled the chair to
the black grand piano.
Students were quiet and attentive throughout the performance.
The second song he played was
’Honeysuckle Rose.’’ by Fats Waller. Wetteland said the tune was in
the stride style and a hit in 1936.
"Primarily the style was for
dance, it wasn’t a concert medium."
Wetteland said.
The jai/ history class will continue to bring perlOrmers or the students to hear, West said
"Whenever we can bring live
artists in town to the class, we
West said. "I think the students
learn a lot from a live demonstration."
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Lawsuits
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NEW YORK (AP) - The na
tion’s sporting goods makers hope that
maybe someday the only kind of suits
they need think about are the uniforms
worn by athletes.
But, for now, product liability
lawsuits are very much on the minds of
members of the Sporting Goods Manufacturers Association.
The high cost of liability insurance and the increasing frequency of
multimillion -dollar injury awards have
attracted considerable attention recently.
The controversy has pitted industries against the law profession, which
has been blamed for a litigation explosion.
The prixfuct liability issue was on
the agenda as the makers of all sorts of
athletic paraphernalia gathered last
week for their 19/46 trade show The
group kicked off a lour- pan program
to cope with the problem
It was first recognized as a pnth
lent for the sporting p.sods business
about a decade ago.
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Della Gamma Fall 1986 Pledges
1.ori Naragon
Julie Angelos
Dawn Palma
Lynn Bachelor
Janice Petty
Trish Camara
Charmaine Picone
Chris Cox
Dena Reynolds
Karen Filice
Allison Junta
Andrea Saladino
Michelle Kawano
Julie Schult,
Donna Kaylor
Nicki Scott
Karen I,yng
Trade Stockhus
Caissie McCrae
Kim Strachan
Nicole Van der Hulst

"I think in the past high schools have
often been slack about educating because
they had the attitude that students could always attend state universities if they could
not meet the requirements for UC
Diniock said, "now they will he forced to
prepare students "
Requirements or visual and performing
arts and foreign languages concern many educators, said George Hutchinson, acting
dean of CSU Outreach Program and Student
Affirmative Action.
"Again, many lower -income schools
may not he able to provide these courses,"
hut he said "conditions" have been outlined
by CSU policy -makers to deal with students
who have not been pros tiled equal opportunity, although the plans are not finalized.
Allowances for special circumstances
for many students have to he made during the
five-year phase-in of the requirements. Hutchinson said.
He said there were many concerns that
were isolated according to schools and areas.
including minority issues, that would have to
be addressed by "conditional guidelines"
and unscheduled meetings with CSU policy makers and administrators,
"Minority concerns did not come up in
the general session." Hutchinson said. "hut
they may have come up during the sessions
in which we branched out."
Additional meetings will he held to address problems which are not accommodated
during the nine scheduled meetings, he said.
"It is difficult to make an assessment
about the requirements right now." said
Vadon McIlwain. coordinator of school relations. CSU Stanislaus.
"It remains to he seen whether it ,A ill be,
effective - cost or otherwise,’’ he said.

Reyes, dire,:tor 01 wf,
ties.. said
Henry said mandatory busing will cause
increased interest in public education.
"Parents had to get more involved. just by
the nature of the registration process." Henry
said. "They are more understanding of the processes of education.’’
The possibility that classrooms will be
dominated by minorities is a reality because of
desegregation, Henry said.
"Right now, we (as educators) don’t have
a concept of what’s happening as far as an adequate responsibility for majority -minority
classrooms," he said.
In five years, classrooms will look different, Henry said. He added that the university
will have to find a different approach to teaching.
He said some colleges are already preparing for an influx of minorities and people from
diverse cultural backrounds and are leaching
courses to aid instructors in teaching minorities.
"Some of these teachers (at the secondary
level) have never had a majority of minorities
in their classrooms,’’ he said.
"They may not know how to handle it.
And they are going to come to JSU) and ask us
how to teach (minorities), and we’re going to
go, ’huh?’ "
Reyes agreed with Henry and said busing
within the San Jose School District will affect
SJSU eventually.
"The problem affects the Outreach Program’s eflons. That will eventually change,"
Reyes said. Those in the Outreach Program
"will need to concentrate their efforts on a variety of schools, not just the target school."
Outreach targets schools with predominantly minority students. The target schools
may change because of desegregation Reyes
said.
Target schools or magnet schools were
once thought lobe the solution for the desegregation problem, according to an article in the
New York Times.
Magnet schools were established to help
minorities in high schools get a college education.
Magnet schools are approached by programs such as Outreach, and are given information and help if necessary to get minorities
to choose a college or just to attend one.
"We are not anticipating any change in
the Outreach Program." said Juvencia Rom.
Outreach coordinator. The campus Outreach
Program was developed to encourage minorities and women to enroll in higher education.

"We will still continue to target those underrepresented students --blacks, Hispanics,
native Americans and women," Romo said.
"Eventually the program will change, but we
don’t expect a change for three to four years."
Although the Los Angeles School Distrtcl,
has implemented loreeil,,busing for years.,as
have other districts in the state, no official state_
study of desegregation has been done

Super lens see sights unknown
PASADENA (AP) - - Astronomers have linked dish -shaped antennas on Earth and on a satellite to create
the biggest telescope yet, one capable
of capturing the sharpest pictures ever
taken of the universe.
"This is a big deal because it
promises to show us more about the
universe we live in," said astronomer
Gerald S. Levy of the NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory.
The telescope doubled the resolu-

lion, or sharpness of detail, achieved
by any other telescope when it was
used to observe three super-bright ob.
jeels called quasars trillions of miles
from Earth. reported Levy and 28
other scientists in Friday’s issue of the
iournal Science.
The telescope created in the experiment measured I I .060 miles
across
almost 3.2(X) miles wider
than the Earth - hut "was not really a
big, physical object," Levy explained.

Instead, it was a huge radio receiver created by electronically linking
210-foot -wide antenna dishes in Japan
and Australia with a 16-foot dish on
the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration’s Tracking and Data
Relay Satellite.
The satellite normally relays signals from other satellites, so scientists
were allowed to use it to create the
powerful telescope only temporarily,
in this case during July and August.
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Gov. George Deukmejian vetoed legislation Wednesday aimed at guaranteeing freshmen an equal opportunity to
fulfill new CSU admissions requirements for 1988.
Kern Johnson. California State Student Association
lieson to the California State University hoard of trustees.
"extreme disappointment and outrage."
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Inge for the following positions
FRONT DESK Cl. ERK-Compe1wee unary. excellent benefits.
and last -track growth opportuniIles Pert Orne positions stall.
Thursdays & Fridays 6e0sSundavesWedneadeys
10.11
5pniaprn) Prebous hotel mrperl
once preferred Applicants must
able

meddled communication
skills, on aptitude lor nodes the
abbly to work Irwlependeolly, Sod
the dee. to work arab Me public
CUSTOMER SERVICE REP Fullhave

or Pall -Time position. &tellable
MondeyFriday Clam 3pm) This
inpoallion
chouthergopldr
cludes many varied duties loci
fyiet delivery, shopping, and aiir
port runs Applicants must be 18
yrs of age and have .10011.01 4,10109 record Apply In pers. only
al The Residence Inn 1060 Stew
an Dr SunnyveN. Ca 94088

WORK

STUDY

STUDENT

needed’

Flea hrs

light typing, computer
helpful phones Call Dent. .1 the
Sport. Founcletion 277-3238

3748 1.1 St

HOUSING

IT HAPPENED ON SUNDAY Sept 28.1
5 19411 As you went by. you said
HI Then I said
’ We passed
each other by Ihert we both
looked
back
3
limes
We
stopped, we ranted. we 0111
LOST you then Please respond

I

PERSONAL

80/1/1_
1.(r,

els avalleble Waiting 01.1a0. lo
San Jose State Office 72 N 5th
ST 996-0234
1 student
ROOMMA r’E WANTED
room..e to share Ig duple.
near Blossom Hill 1325
1 2
utle

Cad

Tom

977-8744

or

HOUSE. 2 bd.. 1400 rrto .house
sitting duties 6600010 w o Good
situation for reliable ...bent
Close 10 101,001 Paul 725-0954

Thee.. ellswertations. reports
Fight page minimum sly rnooths
h. disk storage On-line word
procwsIng, ask for Jove al 264 -

School Daze

Wanda Folk

1029

SAN TOSE L.)1 ATE GATE

IS TWEE A Lcrren
OCW tAirIVER. A

A BEAUTIFUL PAPER every time Ea
perlenced. professional word pro[eosin
Mews,
papers.
resunny, offk overflow, mailings.

STATEMENT Of OLM
(Toots
INNOCENCE
’PEN lAd

newsletters Sludent Discounts
Guaranteed work Only 10
.etunim
from campus Words and
more (Pamela) 923-7810

Tiles p1-1 ealeYs H aro st er

It was a dark arid

GLAD YOU -

Stormy niotht In the
bueinss
corridor ...

ABSOLUTELY.

ACCURATE.
ACCOUNTABLE for lelephoneze thal
loots Nixing
that s lops try
Tony 290-2067 It 50 per page
double spaced All trod1 guaranteed
Trust Tony 296-2007

Sahae
OCT All MV)
010 "Qum?

Thanks

BACKACHE,’ Ffee examination &
carols pad of a rewarCh prodct
II you have bed low back pain for
more Man 6 months & ere 70-55
V’s old, prem. call Perm*, College or Chiropractic Wen at 14081
744-0907 cal 401

ACADEMIC

AND
PROFESSIONAL
word processing P J 50000 processing offers quelity guerenteed
mirk at competitive rates F xperlenema in thesis term pope s
group protects. resumes, manuscripts
loners 1 ow’. in North
San Jose. only minutes from cam

FEMAI E COMPANION WANTED to
rive with sincere hendlcapperal
man Please call Rd. II 2987308

ACADEMIC WORD PROCESSING AN
boosts & group propects wel-

Hit (El JEWISH STUDENT ASSOCIATION" Shabbal dinners. parties.

come Spell check every Um.. Ire.
disk storage Detabese capability

Sunday brunches lecture., Tues.
day
L nth and learn
Israeli
dancing
holiday celebrations
For information call 511101 at 794-

Standard A micro criswtt transcription Word pyre ’fry on

8311
J11440. WHERE ARE YOU’’, 10.
tried OP you re never home’ C.
we gel together soon, Lay
CRYS
RADON,. GAY -41 contact club 18
men and women Confidentel. low
rates Send SASE to NGCC. P0
Box 28781 0
San Jose. Ca
911$9,
NEED 100 OVE RWFIGHT PEOPI F lo
try 040 herbal werghi control program No drugs. no everciw
1001,. guaranteed Celt 14081 245
7503
PROFESSOR
EXAM FILES available
tor
Engin...rang
(11
required
courses In CE. FE. ME and Met
Fngr). FIT, CakOlus. Chemistry
and Physics Available al Sparten
Bookstore A Roberts Book Store
TO THE HONEST PERSON .110 10004
my purse TUESDAY 09th. MUSIC
BLDG". THANK YOU’ Brenda So -

UNWANTED HAIR REMOVED PERMANENT’ Y" Confidential 335 S
Baywood Ave . San Jose Call
247-1416100 appointment

Sheila Neal

Isaac Newt

pus Call P J .1 923-2309

SAMNA

4
word
perfect
software Hrs ICE, 8 30-5 30 Reserve lime now lor your upcoming the., di...dation or menuscripl Cloyed! 923-6461
A CASH REBATE - $S cash discount
to now customers on reports 10
Pages One pips free typing on
reports 2-9 pages Prolessionn
typist and skilled word processo
L seerWrIter Plus printing Pickup
and delivery Higheet quality work
at student rates -1150 peg* Call
DAYSTAR at 356-2717

Eric Kieninger

Thick Crust
Dcuse ME ARE wx)
FINIsfiED 1-EgE 7

AFFORDABLE WORD PROCESSING
Specializing In resumes, term papers.trenwriptIon
No lob too
smell’ Student discounts Near
SJSU Teachers welcome’ Office
AlternotIves. 294-7974
AMY 1V11.1 TYPE your paper for only
SI per page double spaced On
campus each day for pickup Ado110107) Call 749.4075 leave message
A WAY WITH WORDS prompt. scut
rate, Moyle. BA in history Ming
Word Processing, spoiling *dors

4

s lots el
corrected 1
9
come Will pick up. deliver Al.
avelleble

critical reeding, assis.
Den OR..,

Classified

lance in rewriting

WORSHIP AT CAMPUS Chnslien Con,.. Sunday -1 utheran 10 45 ern
Catholic 4 00 and 0 009.0 Plem
call Campus Ministry at 296-0204
for worship counseling program
sod Study opporludlies
Rev
Nate. Shlras.Fr Bob I eger.Sr
Joan Panelic Rmr Norb F Irn

978-0277
Babb S WORD PROCESSING Have
lob will process Experienced in
Manes. manuscripts, papers re
bock -op
mimes,
professional
Cork Ressonabe rides i mated
conwounilly

EDITING WORD PROCESSING

SERVICES
BARE IT All" Slop shaving. wowing.
meeeing lot no permanently remove your unwonted hair IchIn.
bikini tummy moustache back
shoulders, .101 15% discounts lo
students end ’dully Cali b..
Christmas. 19136 & gel your 1st
spot et I 2 price Unwanted hair
disappears inth my core Green C
Chelgron. B E Call S59-3500. for
appt , 1645 S Bascom Ave C
HAIR TODAY GONE TOMORROW
IS THAT DESIGN project
EE’s1E’s.
Ow & you have no resources or
SHI Elecideas or what lo
tronics 4 committed to offering
low cost electronk (component)
& computer Information weds tor
Me student Call Days 942.7736,
Eves 293-4790 elk fordo*
IMMIGRATION ATTORNEY will consult with SJSU student tot 30m10 -

246-

9440 Emphasis on correct puric
tualion. sentence structure, and
APA etC)
tormetling
Former English madr, highly de-

Call Barba at 976

4370
BECK SECRETARIM
Student pa.
pens resumes, business typIng
need.. word processing Willow
Glen area Call West 267-8234
Eft OSSOM
9111 SANTA
TERESA
AREA Post. accur.te typing and
word processing svellable seven
days week Limited peck -up It
delivery 365-1012

pendable Willow Glen Area, easy
to
locate
Call
Mrs
Motion
(Mershar from 8AM-8PM Sr 74k9440
ENTERPRISE WORD PROCESSING
Term pagers. research paws
theses & dissertations (C....
Tumbrel, API 3rd red I screenplays. resumes. cower & follow-up
tattlers. manuscripts (books, ern

CALL

I INDA FOR PROFESSIONAI
Reports.
processing
word
!hoses. dissertations, group protects, resumes Gueranteed quick
return Per page and hourly rates
Tranwriptson available Almaden Branham reo Fret disk storage
Prof Steno Typing Ser... (408)
264-4504

Do you how paper due soon? Doe.
II need to be typed? Call today to
schedule your word processing
lob Quick turnaround .curete
52 Mt page 993-9260, Word tor
Word Enterprises-SJ

cies, short stOries). denecdption
F,.. SPEL -CHEK. mInor edit (if
requeeted). proof. disc sloraga
Student body dl.ounts
turnafound 244-5825

Quick

F XCEI. ENT TYPING SERVICE Term
papers, thews, r.umes. dIsster
tenon., etc tor students end tec
ulty We also do lapte trenecdPnon and bookkeeping free data
Morns Call 245-1769
EXPERIENCED SECRETARY for your
personal legal business, word
processing needs Term papers,
reports. resumes, cover letters,
theses.

dIssertellons

mod..

APS
All scadernic formats
Spelling grammar punctunion
...talon. All wort guaranteed
Proteseional. confidernial and dependable service II AFFORDS
RIF RATES" Free disk storoge
Pam. 247 2681 (Santa Claret See
SJSU Tell’. Directory of Classes
for eddillorral coupon wvings
THAT FORGOTTEN PAPER
typed test, Lot me help’ Titrrn
Per. 1.11.5, reports these.. re
Iasi and proMs
...etch papers

NEED

grammar
&
Realwoable
spelling assistanc
roles Call Marcie or 294-6347
(vor1 leave message) 01 926 1274
atonally’

FREE

before 10 pm
stuPROCESS IT WRITE" Faculty and
dents can rely on accurate
neweietlers.
or
timely production
reports resumes publications
correspondence
manuscript..
etc Will .Id in grammar spieling
punctuatkin I’m prompt. 7 day
for
respoose. *eve message
Pam. 01 408) 775-6253
PROFESSIONAL TYPIST -term papers
Accurate Worn.
thews. oic
$2 25411 space Per Inbe
at 741-5680
Joan
call
area.
togs

01e5 FREE Practice lir.ad to ell
aspects of irmingretIon and ones
roliration law
(Mice located
within 10 minutes from campus
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611000
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raw

TYPING SERVICE for IitUdent end instructors Dependable, renade,
accurst* work Rowan.. reds,
SI SO pg Assignments 10 pgs
and on@ Mil be *cooped Only
cab (406) 738-1676 Sunnyvaie
long mow assignments
Rre
can be suborned by mall w your

RESUME A TYPING We us. 18M XT
COMPUTER. Word Star and loner
quality printer Resume SS up
Typing $1 50 pg. double bade
PC
One block horn campus
COM. 404 S 3rd St 2, corner of
Son SalVMSOr PC -CON, 295-1406
PROF SENTERPRISE
SION* I typing & bodies. amy1,. Fast. neasonabb 1 neer uni.
versify Cell 1408) 292-4047

SUCCESS

REPORT PAPERS Word

WORD PROCESSING RESUMES, deals and term papers Rwrionswi
rotes ()unity serytw. *Pe to do
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can. Call 2599446 101 1.1 from
SJSU
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Ices Fast, mooed wory SINN.
able sown days MINN 100.1.4
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area I @need prck up end deny
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1111111111111111M
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on machine
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Word Processing 377-5283

TYPING DONE
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Sete your work on the IBM PC for
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00101 turnaround Pak storage
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40
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001 FREE Call 354-4117
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The A.S. board of directors voted 8-1 Wednesday to
deny waiving an outstanding $750 debt owed by ihc Gay
and Lesbian Alliance.

it.

Berke Breathed

\:).’4-P

An estimated 4S0 parking spaces on campus are sched
uled to he closed today to clear the way for construction of
the Student Union Recreation and Events Center and the
Engineering Building renovation project.
Four parking lots on East San Carlos Street will he
fenced off to allow preliminary v.ork to begin on the Rec
Center. said Randall Russ, project manager for Roebhelen
Engineering. Inc.
The Associated Students board of directors on Wednesday
approved a stipend increase for the members of the A.S.
Program Board.
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SJSU prof not surprised
by results of investigation
PROPOSITION. from page /

Ted Cady, w ho has worked to fill night clubs
Francisco. stands before the Spartan Mad:

stub 30,000 people
bleachers filling the stadium
timid be the Ii iii ghest I ask he’s user faced.

ill

Sall

Big concerts proposed for stadium
STADIUM. .from page I
The foundation also horrowed
S1.3 million from Bank of the West
or the project, to he repaid from
concession revenues and license agreements on 10 VIP hoses. Still
said.
Cady said his contacts in the
music business would help hint attract events to the stadium. He managed the Kabuki loan 1981 to 19g5
and the Warlield from 1978 to 1980.
"I worked really hard to make
those senues happen.- he said.
While he was at the Itahuki.
Cady hooked hosing and corporate
shows and concerts including the
Eurythmics and Tom Petty and the
karthreakers, he said.
C’ady said that in the past people in the IT111,iC intlimsirs has e felt

that they have been treated badly
and overcharged - when hooking
events in Spartan Stadium. To compete with venues, including the Cow
Palace and the Shoreline Amphitheatre, the stadium needs to be sold
more aggressively. he said.
"We’re going to have to get a
little hit hungry and a little hit
mean,’’ he said.
Cady said that San Jose is a
gotx1 market for "hard rock
roll. As much as 40 percent of tickets tor Bay Area concerts .ire sold in
Santa Clara County he said.
Spartan Starliimi is the largest
facility in the county w iii iss ice the
capacity of Shoreline Amphitheatre.
which has a capacity oi Is .1m m
Even so, the stadium has iii intimate feeling for its silt’ and good

sight lines, he said.
But the stadium is not without
its problems. he added.
Concession stands at the stadium need to he renovated to increase resenue. Cady said.
Other stadium operations such
as security ticket taking and ushering should also he upgraded, he
said.
"For us to he taken more seriously . we have to he prolessional
in our approach. Cady said.
The stadium also sutlers Irian a
shortage of nearby parking, hut both
Cady and Still said the problem is
not insurmountable. A possible solution is that garages on the main part
of the campus could he used, with
shuttle buses delivering people to the
stadium. Still said.

"This literature, these people. are out to scare mommy
and daddy and Suzy and Bobby who don’t know about lying
statistics .
she said, "and it will do it."
Lynn Fooks. a San Jose activist for the LaRouche
group. the National Democratic Policy Committee, denied
any impropriety in the petition.
"It’s a hoax, it doesn’t make any difference.- Fooks
said of the out-of-state petitioners. "They’re citizens of the
U.S.
"They have every right
the U.S. Constitution is the
law of the land,- he said.
According to California law, petitioners are required to
he residents of the state and registered voters.
How eser. the tool:mons ol signature -gathering laws
and the discos cry ot some forged signatures are not likely to
get the proposition oft the Nov. 4 ballot, said Steve White.
chiel assistant autti-ney general, at the Legislative hearings
last week.
The Ikmovralic party is controlled by "organited crime . . the nutria- and if state leaders were accountable to
the law, then the initialise would not he necessary. Fooks
said.
’II this initialise would %use Ilse.. I would he on the
bandwagon tomorrow.’ ’ Si vensen said adding that its passage could hasten the spread of AIDS because individuals
will no longer seek medical atteution.
The "No on 64- group states that progress made in
controlling AIDS could he halted or even reversed lithe
proposition passes.
’It’s hard to belies e that anyone with any brains would
go out and vote lor his. S criseu said. "But they
Even alter the investigation. SIN ertsen said. -I don’t
dillerence.’.
think it will make that tug

"If your typical uninlormed voter looks at this (text)
they will he scared to death... she said. "They’ll believe
it
. (the initiative) could pass."
Details of the investigation were revealed to a joint Assembly -Senate committee by assistant attorney general
White at a legislative hearing on Proposition 64 last week.
’LaRouche is trying to climb to power on the hacks of
the gay and lesbian community and we are saying ’no
way.’ " Sivensen said.
"I think LaRouche is trying to create a political base
for himself," she said. "He knows Californians are scared
and the state is vulnerable."
Members of the "No on 64" committee and other opponents of the measure, as well as investigators, have had
difficulty in locating supporters of the LaRouche initiative,
Sivensen said.
"Nohody can seem to find them. hut the propaganda
and inlOrmation is finding its way all over the place." she
said.
"They do tend to be tough to get to get in touch with, said Manuel Valero, field representative for Sen. Alfred E.
Alquist, 1)-San Jose.
The probe was launched June 26 and will continue at
least six more weeks. Moreover, petition organizers who
hired the out-of-state residents could face felony charges of
conspiracy to commit penury and conspiracy to commit
election fraud, White said.
The attorney general’s investigation has determined
that at least 5201.000 of the $216,000 spent on circulating
the petition came from Cacus Distributors. Inc.. which is
currently under federal investigation or illegal dissemination of inlOrmation in four states. The firm has close ties to
LaRouche. White said.

Spartan Complex, cafeteria
top list for new campus roofs
LEAKS, fram page 1
repair on the Administration
Wahlquist Library South and the
Music Building.
The original SJSU request also
had the Old Cafeteria on the list of projects in need of immediate attention,
hut the res less committee In tin the
chancellor’s office dos. ngraded it to a
lower category .
In the meantime. Vaughn and
crew are patching leaks is they are discovered. The painstakinr process is
lunher complicated by a layer it
gras el coating the roots
"II can he very difficult to find
the cracks..’ he said *Somet Imes
they’re just nucri)scopic
Vaughn said the las-limes and op-

erations department has two lull -tune
William Hogue, a custodial crew
employees plugging leaks in the sum- supervisor in the Spartan Complex,
mer, while as many as seven or eight also expressed dissatisfaction with the
people can do the job during the rainy condition of the roof.
season, depending on its urgency.
"The damage is already done by
Usually the crews finish sealing the time they (plug the holes)," he
all the known holes in the summer, he said. "What we need is a brand new
said. However, the hot sun hakes the roof.’’
roof tar, and the subsequent cooling
causes the niof to contract and expand.
The Old Cafeteria still has its
forming new cracks.
original roof from 1957. while the roof
Vaughn admitted he has little ex- atop the Spartan Complex was inperience with roof design, hut he said stalled in 1963.
he is confident he can produce a roof
The root ’sage is not the only facthat ss It stand the test of time better
tor in determining whether it will dethan I he current one.
velop leaks. Vaughn said. The corru"It will be a lOrty-year roof. and I gated -steel roof over the gymnasium.
can guarantee that it won’t leak." he which is less than 10 years old, also
said.
leaks after a hard rain.

GOOD NEWS
for Santa Cruz Commuters!!!
Now you can forget your parking hassles, forget the struggle over the Hill

Just relax and leave the driving to Peerless Coaches!

Peerless Coaches are rerouting their two morning and two afternoon runs to serve San Jose State, and our subsidized fares are . . .
well, unbelievable! Regular round-trip fare is $6.37 SJSU fares are $4.00 round-trip (based on a twenty ride ticket)! And, to top that, our
incredible, introductory offer gives you the first ten rides absolutely FREE!! But hurry, this offer expires Oct. 31, 1986.

IN
Visit the Traffic and Parking Office in the Seventh Street Garage right away!

Schedule of Arrival/Departure Times:
Bus 1

Bus 2

Leaves Santa Cruz (1) at 6:35 am
Leaves Scotts Valley (2) at 6:45 am
Arrives SJSU (3) at 7:45 am

Leaves Santa Cruz (1) at 8:00 am
Leaves Scotts Valley (2) at 8:10 am
Arrives SJSU at 9:15 am

Leaves SJSU at 4:15 pm
Arrives Scotts Valley at 5:05 pm
Arrives Santa Cruz at 5:15 pm

Leaves SJSU at 5:25 pm
Arrives Scotts Valley at 6:10 pm
Arrives Santa Cruz at 6:20 pm

(1) Greyhound Station
(2) Norman Malone’s (Scotts Valley Drive)
(3) Fourth and San Antonio

